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1 Executive summary 

Betfair Pty Limited (Betfair) makes this submission in response to an invitation by the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (Commission) dated 22 November 
2007 (received 27 November 2007) to comment on the exclusive dealing notification 
N93221 dated 19 November 2007 (Notification) lodged by Harness Racing Victoria 
(H RV). 

The Notification follows the withdrawal by HRV of its exclusive dealing notification 
N93059 (Previous Notification). On 6 September 2007, the ACCC had issued a draft 
Notice proposing to revoke the Previous Notification (Draft Notice). 

The reasons given by the ACCC for revoking the Previous Notification apply equally to 
the current Notification and Betfair submits that the Commission should give HRV a 
notice under s 93(3A), such that the Notification does not come into force. 

In particular, the Notification does not address the ACCC's concerns that: 

"the provision of the rebate by HRV may distorf the choices of bookmakers in 
selecting a wagering provider to place a bet back based on the best odds offen?dV;' 
and 

"the structure of the rebate simply results in a transfer of funding from racing 
industries in other states and territories to the Victorian harness racing industry".2 

It appears from the description of the proposed conduct in the Notification that HRV is 
providing notice that it proposes to engage in two types of third line forcing conduct: 

(a) offering rebates to bookmakers on the condition that they use the services of either 
Tabcorp Holdings Limited (Tabcorp) or anther wagering operator licensed in 
Victoria for Victorian Harness Racing (Victorian harness racing bookmakers) for 
bet backs and layoffs (s 47(6) conduct); and 

(b) refusing to offer rebates to bookmakers unless they use the services of Tabcorp or 
Victorian harness racing bookmakers for bet backs and layoffs (s 47(7) conduct). 

The Commission must consider whether the public benefits claimed by HRV will not 
outweigh the likely detriment to the public from the conduct. If the Commission is so 
satisfied (that is, that the claimed benefits will not outweigh the likely detriments), HRV 
will not be entitled to the benefit of the Notification, and the Commission may give HR:V a 
notice under s 93(3A). The effect of such a notice from the Commission will be that the 
Notification by HRV does not come into force. 

If the Commission is satisfied that offering rebates to bookmakers from a fee set by FIRV 
is a public benefit, then it may be that the conduct described in (a) above should be 
allowed to stand. It should be made clear if such conduct is allowed to stand, that this is 
not the only way in which a rebate could be obtained, that rebates are not limited to the 
named bookmakers in the Notification, and that allowing conduct (a) to stand does not 
also involve allowing conduct (b) to stand. 

1 ACCC, Draft Notice in respect of a notification lodged by Harness Racing Victoria, 6 September 2007 at [5.56]. 
2 ACCC, Draft Notice in respect of a notification lodged by Harness Racing Victoria, 6 September 2007 at [5.57]. 
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There is no public benefit to the conduct of refusing a rebate as described in (b) above, 
and there is likely to be a substantial public detriment from such conduct. Betfair submits 
that the immunity for at least the notified refusal conduct in (b) should be withdrawn. 

The public detriments from the refusal conduct include: 

the use by HRV of a statutory approval power to effect a reduction in competition 
for bet backs by corporate bookmakers; 

the penalisation of bookmakers who do not make bet backs with HRV's joint 
venture partner Tabcorp or with Victorian harness racing bookmakers; and 

a reduction in the funding to the harness racing industry in States and Territories 
other than Victoria. 

In addition, if there were any suggestion that other wagering service providers (such as 
betting exchanges and totalisators) could not also qualify for rebates unless they made 
contributions to Tabcorp, or Victorian harness racing bookmakers, the anti-competitive 
and public detriment of the conduct would be increased. 

Contrary to the submissions of HRV, the proposed conduct has no public benefits. HRV 
claims that the 'approval' conduct is of benefit to bookmakers because it provides them 
with a rebate which HRV claims it would not otherwise provide. However, HRV notes that 
the level of the fee that it charges for access to race fields may vary. It is therefore 
impossible to assess whether or not bookmakers would actually be better off if the 
Notification is allowed to stand. It may be that HRV would charge a lower fee to 
bookmakers rather than offering them a rebate. In any event, the amount of net fee paid 
by bookmakers is wholly within the power of HRV to determine and a reduction in this fee 
could be achieved without the third line forcing conduct. 

The 'refusal' conduct obliges corporate bookmakers to deal commercially with HRV's joint 
venture partner or a limited number of Victorian bookmakers in order to obtain a rebate. 
In many cases, this will be a private benefit to HRV. 

HRV claims that the refusal conduct provides "a direct benefit to Victorian harness racing 
as the proposed conduct will enable the Victorian harness racing industry to better 
compete locally and internationally". However, as noted by the ACCC in its Draft Notice 
in relation to the Previous Notification, the structure of the rebate simply results in a 
transfer of funding from racing industries in other States and Territories to the Victorian 
harness racing industry. HRV's proposal amounts to State-based economic 
protectionism. By inducing corporate bookmakers to deal only with Tabcorp or Victorian 
harness racing bookmakers in order to obtain a rebate, those bookmakers are likely to 
deal less with other wagering service providers (betting exchanges, totalisators and other 
bookmakers) which will result in an equivalent reduction in the support provided to the 
racing industry in other States and Territories. The funding for the racing industry 
provided by wagering service providers in other States and Territories is set out in 
sections 2.2 and 5.2 below. 

The 'refusal' conduct is also not of benefit to bookmakers. This does not require further 
elaboration. 

If HRV is serious about promoting funding to the harness racing industry, it should adopt 
the criteria for approval of race fields used by Racing Victoria Limited (RVL) and 
recognise the contributions made to harness racing by wagering service providers, 
wherever occurring. One result of this would be that the availability of a rebate would 
be extended to bet backs made with wagering service providers who make contributions 
to harness racing throughout Australia. Another would be that all wagering service 
providers seeking to publish Victorian harness race fields would have their economic 



contribution to the harness racing industry assessed on the basis of their contribution 
throughout Australia. 

2 About Betfair 

2.1 Background 

Betfair was incorporated on 16 July 2004 as a joint venture between The Sporting 
Exchange Limited group of companies (TSEL) and the Publishing and Broadcasting 
Limited group of companies (PBL) to conduct a betting exchange in Australia. 

The Betfair joint venture came into operation on 7 February 2006, when Betfair becarr~e 
licensed by the Tasmanian Gaming Commission to conduct a betting exchange in 
accordance with the Gaming Control Act 1993 (Tas). From this date, bets through the 
Betfair betting exchange on events conducted in Australia and certain overseas events 
have been taken by Betfair under its Tasmanian gaming licence. 

Betfair derives its revenue by charging a commission to winning customers - levied 011 
their net winning position on a particular market. Betfair does not operate retail premises 
at which bets may be placed (as with a TAB), nor does it have an on-course presence in 
the same way as the totalisators or traditional bookmakers; its services are exclusively 
provided via the internet and telephone. Betfair's betting exchange provides a platforrn 
for the placing of bets by individuals who form a view as to the likelihood of a particul~ir 
outcome occurring -for example, whether or not a horse will win a race or whether or not 
a football team will win a particular match. Bets from these individuals are matched with 
bets from others who have an opposing view of the likelihood of a particular outcome 
occurring. 

A betting exchange is similar to a stock exchange except that, rather than trading in 
stocks, individuals are trading in fixed odds wagers, generally relating to sports or racing 
events. The role of Betfair as a betting exchange operator is to provide a regulated, 
structured and safe environment for online and telephone betting. 

2.2 Contribution to  Australian racing industry 

Betfair is licensed by the Tasmanian Gaming Commission to conduct a betting exchange 
in accordance with the Gaming Control Act 1993 (Tas). Since obtaining its licence on 
7 February 2006, Betfair has contributed to the funding of the Australian racing induslry 
through significant tax and product levy payments made in Tasmania and through 
sponsorship agreements, for example with race clubs. 

The tax and product levy payments are required by Tasmanian legislation."etfair must 
pay 20% of its total commission on Australian racing industry events as a product levy. In 
addition, Betfair must pay 15% of the commission it earns from operating its betting 
exchange in relation to events held in Australia in tax to the Tasmanian government. Of 
this amount, 4% is distributed by the Tasmanian Treasurer as a community support levy 
to sport and recreation clubs, charitable organizations and research and community 
services relating to gambling. All of Betfair's product levy and two thirds of Betfair's tax 
payment in relation to Australian events (less the community support levy) is paid to the 
Tasmanian Treasurer for payment on to TOTE Tasmania Pty Ltd (TOTE Tasmania) to be 

Gaming Control Act 1993 (Tas) ss 150A, 150AC and 152. 
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used for the purposes of supporting the Tasmanian racing industry (including the harness 
racing industry). 

The sponsorship agreements are voluntary. 

Betfair's contribution to the Australian racing industry has been assessed and recognised 
by RVL, the controlling body for thoroughbred racing in Victoria. In granting Betfair 
statutory approval to publish Victorian thoroughbred race fields, RVL assessed Betfair's 
economic contributions to the racing industry in respect of its coverage of Victorian 
thoroughbred races was at least equivalent to RVL's stated "target" levels. 

3 Race fields legislation 

3.1 Legislative background 

The Notification by HRV relates to the way it proposes to use the statutory power given to 
it under s 2.5.16A of the Gambling Regulation Act 2003 (Vic). 

Section 2.5.16A(1) provides that: 

A wagering service provider must not, in Victoria or elsewhere, publish or otherwise 
make available a race field in the course of business without the approval of the 
appropriate controlling body. 

In the case of harness racing in Victoria, the controlling body is H R V . ~  

Race fields include any information that identifies, or is capable of identifying, the names 
and numbers of the horses or greyhounds nominated for, or that will otherwise take part 
in, or that have been scratched or withdrawn from an intended horse race, harness race 
or greyhound race to be conducted in ~ i c t o r i a . ~  

Race field information is compiled by a number of bodies, including Racing and Sports 
Pty Ltd and Australian Associated Press (trading as AAP Racing). We note from the 
submission accompanying the Notification that HRV claims that Victorian harness race 
fields are HRV's "own product". It is important to note the Victorian legislation does not 
vest ownership of race fields in any person, including the controlling bodies. HRV does 
not have any proprietorial interest in Victorian harness race fields. 

The requirement to obtain approval from HRV to publish harness race fields applies only 
to wagering service providers not licensed in Victoria. Tabcorp, as the holder of the 
exclusive off-course totalisator wagering licence is not required to seek approval from 
HRV, nor is the company appointed by Tabcorp to operate this ~ icence.~  Similarly, 
Victorian bookmakers are not required to seek approval from H R V . ~  

Racing Act 1958 (Vic) s 83F. 
5 Gambling Regulation Act 2003 (Vic) s 1.3. 

Gambling Regulation Act 2003 (Vic) s 2.5.16A(Z)(a) and (b). 
7 That is, both bookmakers registered under Part IV of the Racing Act 1958 (Vic) and approved bookmaking companies 

as defined in that Act: Gambling Regulation Act 2003 (Vic) s 2.5.16A(Z)(c). 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
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3.2 Model criteria for approval - Racing Victoria Limited 

It is up to each controlling body to develop their own criteria for approval to publish race 
fields. RVL was the first controlling body in Victoria to publish a policy for assessing 
applications for authorisation to publish race fields.' Broadly, the policy set out both 
integrity criteria and economic contributions criteria. In relation to economic contributions, 
a target level of contributions was set at l.OO/o of assessable turnover, or equivalent, less 
applicable credits. Assessable turnover was defined as "the aggregate of bets taken on 
Victorian thoroughbred racing, regardless of its source, reduced by allowable bets bac.k to 
Victorian licensed or other approved wagering service providers" (emphasis added). 
Significantly, RVL does not limit wagering service providers to only betting back through 
the Victorian TAB (Tabcorp) or a subset of Victorian bookmakers. 

Table B to RVL's race fields policy sets out a number of ways in which wagering service 
providers may obtain credits against the requirement to pay 1.0% of assessable turnover 
to RVL. These are: 

Complete exemption if the wagering service provider has a turnover of less than 
$1 million on Victorian thoroughbred racing. 

Credit for payments to an Australian local racing industry (not necessarily in 
Victoria). These payments can be in the form of a product levy to the racing 
industry, or tax payments to the relevant Government, where RVL is satisfied that 
these payments fund the local racing industry. 

Complete exemption if the wagering service provider has entered into a contractual 
arrangement in relation to the broadcasting of vision of Victorian thoroughbred 
racing. 

Credit for direct investment in the Victorian thoroughbred industry eg sponsorship 
(up to 50% credit) or donations (100% credit). 

RVL's guidelines provided that licensed totalisators in each State and Territory would not 
be required to provide any further economic contribution provided that they continue to be 
a primary source of funding to the relevant thoroughbred racing industry in that 
jurisdiction, and provided no product fee is levied on Tabcorp in order for it to acquire the 
racing product of that other jurisdiction. 

This aspect of RVL's race field policy is an example of what has been described as the 
"Gentlemen's Agreement". Broadly, the Gentlemen's Agreement is an understanding 
among the governments of each State and Territory that they will only collect taxes and 
levies from wagering operators they licence, even though all wagering operators are free 
to accept bets on races held in other States or Territories. 

Here? RVL has determined that it will not impose an additional levy on out of State 
totalisators, based on a reciprocal understanding that Tabcorp will not be subject to levies 
in jurisdictions other than Victoria. This also recognises the contributions that totalisators 
make to the racing industry in their own jurisdictions. The other parts of RVL's race fields 
policy extend this principle to other wagering service providers (including, for example, 

8 Racing Victoria Limited 'Policies for Assessing Applications for Approval to Publish Victorian Thoroughbred Race Fields 
For Approvals from 1 August 2007" available at: 
h t : ~  ~bvw~v  rnc~nqv~ctor~a-net abi~rnaqesistor~esipai~rac~nq lniormat~oniracinq seneral/RaceU/~2OF~e as%2OPol1r1e: %20f 
or%202007-ODU1o10(aso/~2OatU/~2O100/o20Mav"o2O2007) pdi The first pollcy was published by RVL on 6 July 2006 



betting exchanges), so that the contributions made by those wagering service providers 
to the racing industry in other jurisdictions are appropriately recognised and credited. 

RVL's policy demonstrates an approach which considers the public benefit in maintaining 
funding to the thoroughbred racing throughout Australia, rather than an approach which 
seeks to divert funding to one particular jurisdiction. 

Criteria for approval - Harness Racing Victoria 

HRV has also published guidelines for approval to publish race fields."hese guidelines 
are modelled on the guidelines prepared by RVL in that they contain integrity criteria and 
economic contribution criteria. However, in relation to the criteria of economic 
contribution, HRV does not recognise contributions made to harness racing in States and 
Territories outside of Victoria. Rather, HRV's policy states that financial contributions to 
the Victorian harness racing industry will be assessed on the basis of: 

the payment of fees to HRV in connection with the use or publication of Victorian 
harness racing information; and 

other economic benefits to the Victorian harness racing industry or entities within 
the Victorian harness racing industry that will flow from approval to publish. 

As noted in section 3.1 above, these criteria are not applied to Tabcorp or Victorian 
bookmakers. It appears that interstate TABS have been granted interim approval to 
publish Victorian harness race fields with no equivalent requirement to deal commercially 
with Tabcorp. 

The effect of HRV's policy is to impose a levy on certain out of State wagering operators, 
and to only provide them with a credit if they place their bet backs with Tabcorp or 
Victorian harness racing bookmakers for inclusion in the SuperTAB pool (bet backs are 
described in section 5.1 below), or if they make a "relevant economic contribution 
approved by HRV" to the Victorian harness racing industry. 

4 Current Notification 

4.1 Limited expansion of the number of wagering service providers for bet backs 

The Previous Notification limited rebates to the situation in which bet backs were placed 
with Tabcorp. As Betfair submitted at the time, this provided a private benefit to HRV 
because of its joint venture with Tabcorp. HRV claims that one effect of the current 
Notification is to "substantially increase the number of wagering providers" which a 
bookmaker may bet back with. 

There are at least 630 licensed bookmakers throughout ~ust ra l ia . '~  In Victoria, there are 
approximately 180 bookmakers who are licensed to field on thoroughbred races." At 
present there are only 31 bookmakers licensed in Victoria to field at harness racing 
meetings.'' Presumably, it is these additional 31 bookmakers (or a subset of them) to 

9 Harness Racing Victoria 'Guidelines for applicants seeking the approval of Harness Racing Victoria to publish Victorian 
harness race fields pursuant to section 2.5.16A of the Gambling Regulation Act 2003" available at: 
htt~://www,harness.ora.aulvic/Guidelines%20for?/o2OApproval2ONovO5/02OV2.pdf. 

lo Australian Racing Fact Book 2005106 p 10. 
" Australian Racing Fact Book 2005106 p 10. 
12 Victoria, Department of Justice "Bookmaking Reform Working Party Discussion Paper': October 2007, p 6. 



whom the expansion of the current Notification is directed. It is not clear how many of 
these 31 bookmakers are licensed to accept bets by phone or internet. Betfair assumes 
that it will only be practicable for the bookmakers the subject of the Notification to place 
bet backs with bookmakers who accept bets by phone or internet. 

To the extent that the bookmakers the subject of the Notification are induced to make 
their bet backs with Tabcorp, the comments in section 4.2 below will apply. Even though 
the number of wagering service providers with whom these bookmakers can bet back and 
obtain a rebate has increased to include up to 31 Victorian harness racing bookmaker:;, 
there seems to be no justification for refusing a rebate if the bet backs are made with the 
large number of other bookmakers, totalisators or betting exchanges in other States and 
Territories. 

4.2 HRV shares the profits of Tabcorp 

HRV has a monopoly over the granting of approval to publish Victorian harness race 
fields. HRV is seeking to ensure, through the conditions it imposes on access to its 
approval, not that funding is provided to Australian harness racing in general (which may 
be a public benefit), but that funding is provided to HRV and its joint venture partners in 
particular. 

As set out in the submission at Annexure A to HRV's Previous Notification, HRV is part of 
a joint venture with Tabcorp, RVL and Greyhound Racing Victoria (GRV) pursuant to 
which each of the controlling bodies in Victoria share in the profits and losses of the 
operation of Tabcorp's wagering and gaming licences. 

The Joint Venture Agreement (JVA) dated 25 May 1994 is between TABCORP 
Participant Pty Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of Tabcorp, and VicRacing Pty Ltd. 'The 
six shareholders of VicRacing Pty Ltd are board members of RVL, HRV, GRV and 
Country Racing Victoria. The board of VicRacing Pty Ltd has six directors, four 
nominated by RVL, one nominated by Harness Racing Victoria and one nominated by 
Greyhound Racing Victoria.'" 

The day to day management of the JVA is carried out by a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Tabcorp. The terms of the JVA entitle VicRacing Pty Ltd to a 25% interest in the income 
generated from, and the expenses incurred in, Tabcorp's conduct of the activities und'er 
its Victorian wagering and gaming licences.14 The joint venture profit, marketing fee e~nd 
25% of the product supply fee are allocated to the codes based on off-course wagering 
market share. The racing program fee and 75% of the product supply fee are allocated 
between the codes on a fixed basis.l"n 2004105, HRV received $32.2 million pursua~nt 
to the JVA. '~  

As a consequence of the joint venture, the Victorian racing industry (including HRV) are 
direct participants in the wagering market. The joint venture participants share in the 
income and expenses incurred in providing wagering services. HRV's share of this is not 
merely a standard licence fee. 

Betfair notes that HRV also has further commercial arrangements in place with Tabcorp, 
including a 15-year $7 million sponsorship agreement which sees Tabcorp gain naming 

l 3  See RVL Annual Report 2006 p 46 and Tabcorp Bidder's Statement dated 2 April 2004 at [1.6(a)] 
14 Tabcorp Bidder's Statement dated 2 April 2004 at [I .6(a)]. 
'' RVL Annual Report 2006 p 46. 
16 Previous Notification p 2. 



rights to HRV's new Melton Harness Racing and Entertainment Complex and sees Sky 
Channel (owned by Tabcorp) obtain coverage of Victorian harness racing events until 
2022." 

It is in HRV's private commercial interests not to grant an approval under section 2.5.16A 
for other wagering service providers to publish Victorian race fields, and thus compete 
with the joint venture for punters, or to grant approval only subject to conditions which are 
likely to result in a financial benefit for HRV and/or its joint venture partners. 

4.3 Approval sought 

HRV is seeking approval for two types of third line forcing conduct: 

(a) offering rebates to bookmakers on the condition that they use the services of either 
Tabcorp or Victorian harness racing bookmakers for bet backs and layoffs (s 47(6) 
conduct); and 

(b) refusing to offer rebates to bookmakers unless they use the services of Tabcorp or 
Victorian harness racing bookmakers for bet backs and layoffs (s 47(7) conduct). 

Betfair does not oppose third line forcing conduct of the type described in (a), provided it 
is clear that that this is not the only way in which a rebate could be obtained, that rebates 
are not limited to the named bookmakers in the Notification, and that allowing conduct (a) 
to stand does not also involve allowing conduct (b) to stand. In Betfair's view, HRV 
should also provide a rebate for bet backs made with all other licensed wagering service 
providers throughout Australia. 

It is the type of conduct described in (b) that raises particular anti-competitive concerns. 

The class of persons to which the conduct relates is described in the Notification as 
"bookmakers providing, or seeking to provide, wagering services in relation to wagering 
on harness racing in Victoria''. Six bookmakers are set out in the Notification, however, it 
appears that the conduct is not limited to these six bookmakers, but would apply to all 
bookmakers in the class described. 

4.4 Claimed public benefits 

The following public benefits are said to arise from the third line forcing conduct: 

(a) a financial benefit to Victorian harness racing; and 

(b) a financial benefit to bookmakers. 

In relation to (a), unlike the Previous Notification there is no discussion in the current 
Notification of how the Victorian harness racing industry will benefit from the third line 
forcing conduct. There are three situations to consider in assessing claimed public 
benefit (a): 

rebates due to bet backs with Tabcorp; 

As noted above, 75% of the amount that is wagered with Tabcorp represents a 
private benefit to Tabcorp and its shareholders. In 2004105, of the remaining 25%, 

17 HRVrrabcorp Media Release "Tabcorp and Harness Racing Victoria announce new 15-year partnership" 16 August 
2007. Available at: http://www.meltonhrc.com.aulprodimages/pr%20meltonY020tabcorpY020sponsorship~h20160807.pdf 



only 16.7% (or 4.2% of bets with Tabcorp) was distributed to HRV. This means 
that if a bookmaker is required to make $100 of bet backs with Tabcorp to reduc:e 
his or her fee to HRV, $75 of this amount represents a private benefit to Tabcorp, 
and approximately $4.20 represents a distribution to HRV. 

rebates due to bet backs with Victorian harness racing bookmakers; 

Bet backs with Victorian harness racing bookmakers will result in a benefit to those 
bookmakers. Victorian harness racing bookmakers are required to pay a levy to 
HRV of 1% of their turnover.'' This means that if a bookmaker is required to make 
$100 of bet backs with Victorian harness racing bookmakers to reduce his or her 
fee to HRV, $99 of this amount represents a private benefit to the Victorian harness 
racing bookmakers, and $1 represents a distribution to HRV. 

rebates due to "relevant economic contribution approved by HRV" to the Victorian 
harness racing industry. 

It is unclear both what the qualifies an economic contribution as being 'relevant', 
and the circumstances in which HRV would refuse to approve (or, possibly, 
recognise) such a contribution. In any event, the inclusion of this alternative 
category is insufficient to alter the anti-competitive incentives created by the other 
two categories. 

There seems to be no reason why the availability of a rebate should be limited to bet 
backs made with Tabcorp and Victorian harness racing bookmakers and ignore bet backs 
with wagering service providers who make contributions to harness racing in other 
jurisdictions. The economic contribution policies published by RVL provide a model for 
assessing public benefits without discrimination as to jurisdiction. 

If benefits to participants in the harness racing industry are public benefits, there is ncl 
reason why such benefits should stop at the border of Victoria, and potentially be reduced 
throughout the rest of Australia. In this respect, we note that HRV has asserted that the 
relevant wagering and information markets to be considered in this matter are national in 
scope. Similarly, the public interest should be assessed on a national, and not merely 
Victorian, basis. 

The basis upon which benefit (b) is put appears to be that bookmakers are a segment of 
the public and that they will benefit from the availability of a rebate on fees otherwise 
payable to HRV. This argument may apply to the conduct of granting rebates, but is 
antithetical to the conduct of refusing rebates unless bookmakers use the services of 
Tabcorp or Victorian harness racing bookmakers. That is, HRV claims that there is a 
public benefit in bookmakers being able to reduce the amount that they pay to HRV 
through making bet backs with Tabcorp or Victorian harness racing bookmakers. 
However, there appears to be no basis upon which HRV could reasonably assert tha-t 
there is a benefit to bookmakers in refusing them a rebate unless they make bet backs 
with this class of wagering service providers. 

In addition, although HRV claims that it will not offer a rebate on the fee payable by 
wagering service providers if the Notification is not allowed to stand, HRV has reserved 
the right to change the amount of the fee as it sees fit. It is therefore impossible to judge 
whether the net amount of fee payable by the bookmakers covered by the Notification 
would in fact be higher or lower if the Notification is allowed to stand. 

Racing Act 1958 (Vic) s 91 0.  

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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For the reasons set out in the next section, it is clear that there is no net public benefit 
from the third line forcing conduct taken as a whole. Accordingly, if the IVotification is to 
be assessed as a whole the Commission should not allow it to stand. Even if the 
Commission were to consider each type of third line forcing conduct separately and form 
the view that there was a net public benefit in the offering of a rebate, the Commission 
should not allow the conduct of refusing a rebate unless certain conditions are met. The 
refusal conduct has no public benefits at all. 

5 Public detriment 

There are two main ways in which the proposed conduct will result in a net public 
detriment. In summary, bookmakers will suffer the detriments of reduced or distorted 
options for the placement of bet backs, and the harness racing industry outside Victoria 
will suffer decreased funding. 

We deal with each of these below. 

5.1 Reduction of competition in the relevant wagering market 

HRV has submitted that there is a national gambling services market of which wagering 
on races is a part. Significantly, HRV does not suggest that wagering on Victorian 
harness races forms a separate market from wagering on harness races elsewhere in 
Australia. The corollary is that changes in the incentives on wagering service providers 
offering wagering on Victorian harness races will have an impact on such wagering 
service providers both inside and outside of Victoria. 

Given that the proposed conduct is third line forcing conduct, it is not necessary for the 
Commission to consider whether it is likely to give rise to a substantial lessening of 
competition, although a lessening of competition may be a relevant factor in determining 
whether there is a net public benefit or detriment to the conduct. 

The Commission must consider whether the public benefits claimed by HRV will not 
outweigh the likely detriment to the public from the conduct. If the Commission is so 
satisfied (that is, that the claimed benefits will not outweigh the likely detriments), HRV 
will not be entitled to the benefit of the Notification, and the Commission may give HRV a 
notice under s 93(3A). The effect of such a notice from the Commission will be that the 
Notification by HRV does not come into force. 

Whatever the relevant gamblinglwagering market, it is likely that the proposed conduct 
will have a negative impact on competition. In order to understand this impact, we set out 
briefly below what is meant by 'layoffs' or 'bet backs'. 

A bookmaker will 'frame a market' for a particular race by offering odds for different 
horses in the race and taking wagers based on those odds with the intention of reaching 
a position where the net outcome of all bets placed will be in the bookmaker's favour 
regardless of the outcome of the event. 

In order to reach this position, the sum of the percentage value of the odds offered by the 
bookmaker for all possible outcomes must be in excess of 100%. The sum of these 
probabilities is referred to as the book percentage. Any excess over 100% (or 
'overround') represents the profit to the bookmaker as a proportion of the total amount 
bet, in the event of a balanced book. A balanced book will occur if bets are evenly 
distributed across each selection in proportion to the odds offered. 

In the case of an imbalanced book, there may be a risk to the bookmaker that he or she 
will have to pay out more in winnings than what was staked by all punters. An 
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imbalanced book may arise, for example, if there is a clear favorite and a bookmaker is 
unable to encourage sufficient betting on other selections in the event. 

If a bookmaker does not have a balanced book, he or she may make a bet back with 
another bookmaker, totalisator or betting exchange, in order to spread the risk that he or 
she may lose money on the race. What HRV is trying to do is create a situation where all 
of the bet backs by bookmakers on harness racing throughout Australia are made with 
Tabcorp or Victorian harness racing bookmakers, rather than with any other wagering 
service provider. This will necessarily have an adverse impact on competition by other 
wagering service providers for this business. 

HRV claims that inducing bookmakers to place bet backs with Tabcorp or Victorian 
harness racing bookmakers will increase the funding for Victorian harness racing, 
however, the notified conduct will not result in increases in funding for harness racing i~n 
general. Rather, the purpose of the conduct is to use HRV's statutory powers to distort 
consumption choices by corporate bookmakers from those that would be available in a 
freely competitive market. This is a public detriment, not a public benefit. 

5.2 Reduction in funding for racing in States and Territories other than Victoria 

The effect of the notification is to encourage bookmakers to make bet backs with Tabcorp 
or Victorian harness racing bookmakers rather than wagering service providers in other 
jurisdictions (eg other totalisators, betting exchanges and bookmakers, including the 
corporate bookmakers the subject of the Notification making bet backs with each other). 

HRV claims that this will increase the revenue flowing to Victorian harness racing. A 
corollary of this is that it will reduce the revenue flowing to racing codes in other parts of 
Australia. Overall, this is likely to be a zero sum game. That is, any public benefit of an 
increase in funding to Victorian harness racing will be matched by a decrease in funding 
to another local racing code. 

We note that Betfair in Tasmania, and bookmakers and totalisators in each State and 
Territory are required either directly by statute or indirectly through private agreements, to 
contribute to the racing industry in the State or Territory in which they are licensed. 

The statutory requirements on Betfair to contribute to the Tasmanian racing industry are 
set out in section 2.2 above. 

Other examples of requirements on totalisators to contribute to the Australian racing 
industry include: 

In Tasmania, the racing industry receives product fees from TOTE Tasmania, LIP to 
25% of TOTE Tasmania's annual earnings, and contributions from the Treasur:er 
which include payments made by Betfair (see section 2.2 above): TOTE Tasmania 
(Racing Regulation) Act 2004 (Tas) ss 10, 1 1 and 1 1A. 

In New South Wales, Tab Limited entered into a Racing Distribution Agreement 
dated 11 December 1997, with NSW Racing Pty Limited, Greyhound Racing 
Authority (NSW), Harness Racing New South Wales and NSW Thoroughbred 
Racing Board. This agreement provides that Tab Limited must pay NSW Racing a 
product fee (at the time, 21.64% of net wagering revenue), a wagering incentive 
fee (based on wagering earnings) and a gaming incentive fee for distribution to the 
racing industry.lg 

l9 See description of this agreement in Tab Limited share offer document dated 18 May 1998, Appendix 4 pp 41-49. 
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UNiTAB holds the exclusive off-course totalisator licence in Queensland and owns 
both the SA TAB and the NT TAB. In Queensland, UNiTAB Limited is party to a 
product and program agreement with Queensland Race Product Co Limited, the 
Queensland Thoroughbred Racing Board (formerly Queensland Principal Clubd, 
the Queensland Harness Racing Board and the Greyhound Racing ~ u t h o r i t ~ . ~  
Since 15 November 2003, product and program fees are payable to the 
Queensland racing industry at the rate of 39% of wagering commission revenue. 
The same rate is payable for product fees in South Australia. No product fees are 
payable in the Northern Territory where wagering tax of 40% applies to totalisator 
revenue and the Territory Government is responsible for payments to the racing 
indu~t ry .~ '  

In Western Australia, Racing and Wagering Western Australia (RWWA) is required 
to pay the balance of its funds (after deduction of the amounts described in 
s 106(1)) to thoroughbred racing clubs, harness racing clubs and greyhound racing 
clubs in Western Australia: Racing and Wagering Western Australia Act, s 106. In 
2005106 RWWA distributed $65.7 million to all racing codes, of which over 
$19 million was distributed to harness racing." 

In the ACT, ACT TAB Limited is required to make monthly andlor annual payments 
to the Territory, which is to then pay this money into a Racing Development Fund: 
Betting (ACTTAB Limited) Act 1964 (ACT) ss 32 and 34 and Part 4. 

6 Conclusion 

'The proposed third line forcing conduct of offering rebates to bookmakers on the 
condition that they use the services of Tabcorp or Victorian harness racing bookmakers 
for bet backs and layoffs may have a benefit to those bookmakers affected if they would 
otherwise pay higher fees. Clearly, the same benefit could be achieved merely by HRV 
reducing the amount of fees that these bookmakers are required to pay. There are no 
additional public benefits and may be some detriments for the reasons set out above. 

If this conduct was to be considered separately, Betfair submits that it could stand, 
provided that it is clear that this is not the only way in which a rebate could be obtained, 
that rebates are not limited to the named bookmakers in the Notification, and that allowing 
the conduct of offering the rebate to stand does not also involve allowing the conduct of 
refusing the rebate to stand. 

The proposed third line forcing conduct of refusing to offer rebates to bookmakers unless 
they use the services of Tabcorp or Victorian harness racing bookmakers for bet backs 
and layoffs has no public benefits and significant public detriments. If this conduct was to 
be considered either separately or in combination with the approval conduct, it should be 
rejected by the Commission. 

This is because it involves: 

the use by HRV of a statutory approval power to effect a reduction in competition 
for bet backs by corporate bookmakers; 

20 See description of this agreement in UNiTAB's Bidder's Statement for Tab Limited dated 23 February 2004 page 32. 
21 UNiTAB, 2006 Concise Annual Report, p 25. 
22 RWWA, Racing Industry Status Report 2006. p 13. 
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the penalisation of bookmakers who do not make bet backs either with HRV's joint 
venture partner Tabcorp, or Victorian harness racing bookmakers; and 

a reduction in the funding to the harness racing industry in States and Territories 
other than Victoria. 

The public benefits that HRV claims this Notification is aimed at promoting, could be 
better promoted by: 

providing a rebate to corporate bookmakers to the extent that they make bet backs 
with wagering service providers throuqhout Australia who make contributions to the 
harness racing industry; and 

providing a rebate to wagering service providers seeking to publish Victorian 
harness race fields to the extent that they make contributions to the harness racing 
industry throughout Australia through product fee payments, taxes, sponsorship 
and donations. 


